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A real view of the meaning and purpose of music, The Rebirth of Music is becoming a classic in its

presentation of the Bible's major emphasis on music. You will discover why music is mentioned over

989 times in the Bible and why God places such a major priority on it
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This author is awesome ..Finally someone to speak about a most wanted sticky, hush-hush topic

such as "Can a "Christian" listen to Secular music?"We hear and listen to all types of music

throughout our travels such as at our work place to help us meditate and relax. At our dentist

offices, supermarkets, shopping malls, cookouts, wedding receptions, intimate moments, while

driving or washing our automobiles ect. He explains the therapeutic value of music during a

stressful/non stressful day, even its effects in reviving commatose induced patients just by triggering

music through its sound capabilities.Lamar Boschman simplifies, articulates, and differentiates it's

orgin, background, and history, as well as helping it's readers to recognizing and understand what

kind of subliminal messages "MAY" be inside it's lyrics whether instrumental music, classical music,

Jazz, R&B, Rock, Rap, Turkish, Russian, Swahili, Jingle Bells or a Michael Jackson tune.(1.) Is it

vulgar, cussing.(2.) Is it sexual, adulteress, homophobic, pervertic or pornatous?(3.) Does it promote

violence, killing, or Anarchy?(4.) Is it Antichrist.He explains one could look back at a pleasant

moment in life, such as a love one, while lowering they're heart rates, as well as our blood

pressure... He cautions us to be careful not to look to far back that we could jeopardize falling back



into our old lustful temptations if we aren't CAREFUL ...So is it alright to have our radios preseted to

certain secular personal preferences in our lives?You read, and decide !!5 Stars *****

The Rebirth of Music by LaMar Boschman is an excellent book for anyone who is in ministry or

planning on going into ministry. I have enjoyed reading it. I used some of the information to do a

Music Workshop.The importance of Excellence in Ministry is a great point that the book brings out.

Why? I am so glad you asked. Music plays an important role in the church service. Music is an

integral part of each service, divinely appointed by God as a ministry. Music can reach the unsaved

without a word being preached. Anointed music has the power to heal in so many ways.This book

also gives a list of 839 reference scriptures about music in the Bible.I would recommend this book to

anyone in Ministry, and not just the Music Ministry.Encourager Linda Flagg, LM, CS

The author gives a clear and complete idea about what God though when created music and how

odiern christians can use music to bring the Gospel all over the world!

The Rebirth of Music by LaMar Boschman is excellent and should be required reading for anyone

who is in music ministry and thinking about music artistry (performance).This book changed my life

and I am in the process of creating the Workbook and Discussion Guide to accompany the book for

The Abundant Life School of Ministry and Music, here in Birmingham, Alabama.This is a book you

can't go wrong with. The listing of 989 scriptures of music in the Bible alone is worth the price of the

book. Thank God for this great gem written by LaMar Boschman.

I searched high and low for this book and was only able to find it here. I am so grateful for !!!
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